BREAST PATHWAY

Day 0
- Fast track referral received
- OPA - one-stop Breast clinic for imaging +/- biopsy
  - Not cancer - patient discharged

Day 1-7
- MDT (Tuesday) - results discussed and likely treatment modalities agreed
  - OPA discuss biopsy results and diagnosis:
    - decision to treat - surgery / prescribe hormones
    - referred for neo-adjuvant chemo
    - possible post MDT investigations (by day 21)
    - referred to other specialty

Day 7-14
- Tertiary referral to other trust for treatment
- Neo-adjuvant chemo (FDT)
- Surgery - within 31/62 days
- Histology results discussed at MDT
- OPA - to discuss results

Day 15-17
- Tertiary referral for radiotherapy
- Referral for chemotherapy
- Referred to Health & Wellbeing as appropriate
- Monitored

Day 18 - 48
- Tertiary referral to other trust for treatment
- Referred to other specialty

By day 28 - diagnosis of cancer confirmed or excluded
- By day 38 - patient transferred to other Trust (IPT)
- Day 62 - treatment within both 31 and 62 days
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